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The impact of immigration on American society Looking backward to the future Charles Hirschman 11 May
Charles Hirschman surveys the history of immigration in America in an attempt to understand current attitudes
and the future. These examples are fodder for unscrupulous political leaders who seek to exploit popular fears
to their own ends. They fear that newcomers with different languages, religions, and cultures are reluctant to
assimilate into American society and to learn English. In this review, I discuss the popular fears about
immigrants by old-stock Americans and the historical record of immigrant contributions to the evolution of
the industrial economy, political reform, and even to the development of American culture. About the same
time, and largely independently of the Immigration Act, immigration from Latin America began to rise.
French Canadian immigration was never restricted and even after the imposition of quotas in the s, they could
come and go as they chose across a largely porous border. In the decade from until more than 2,, arrived,
while the following ten-year period brought in over 5,, Some became farmers. Not limited to the Northeast,
which had been the center of industry earlier in the nineteenth century, industrialization transformed America,
in no small measure as a result of massive immigration. Most migrants come, not to settle, but to support their
families at home. One event from each decade of this era can demonstrate the escalation of labor and radical
action. The police fired into the crowd and in the process created a group of martyrs to the cause of labor. The
imposition of such a restriction ushered in a new era in American history, one in which the federal government
moved, slowly, toward curtailing the uncapped flood of newcomers from abroad. The Chinese in fact were the
only immigrants to ever be excluded specifically by nationality. Anti-Chinese sentiment had been running
high in California since the s, and in the United States Congress passed the first piece of immigration
restriction, of any kind, in the history of the nation. There is also a large, but unknown number of
undocumented illegal immigrants, perhaps upwards of per year. Nativism took a stronghold in America as
new immigrants began pouring into the country. Some sectors, such as harvesting vegetables and fruits in
agriculture, have very few native-born Americans seeking jobs in them, but immigrants are also
disproportionately employed in many other sectors, including meatpacking, construction, hospitals, and even
in many areas of advanced study in research universities. For the most part, old immigrants blended well into
society. New immigration on the other hand was commonly looked down upon at all costs. Hasia Diner is the
Paul S. Changing the American lifestyle was something that many Americans were not comfortable with.
Legal and undocumented migration from Mexico surged after a temporary farm-worker programme known as
the Bracero Program was shut down in  Yet they continue to come. Many people despised the idea of
American culture changing. Small numbers of immigrants also came from the Philippines, Japan, and various
islands of the Caribbean. If this pattern were found in only one country or in only a few sectors, then it might
be possible to consider a fairly narrow explanation in terms of political cultures or market rigidities.
Immigrants from before the late 19th century, or the old immigrants, faced very similar issues that the
immigrants in the late 19th century, or the new immigrants, faced. The impact of the Amendments to the
Immigration and Nationality Act, also known as the Hart-Cellar Act, was a surprise to policy makers and
many experts. Both groups faced nativism and strong opposition because of the new ideas they were bringing
to America. The first, and only, restriction of a specific group on the basis or national origin or race came in
with the passage of a temporary Chinese Exclusion Act, which became permanent in by congressional act.
Thus, the long-established practice of leaving immigration to the states it was overturned. Local police across
the strike regions used force to quell the strikes, and President Rutherford B. The demand for immigrant
labour is not restricted to unskilled manual labour. In his recent novel, The Plot Against America, Philip Roth
poses the possibility that Charles Lindberg might have been elected president in and then established a cordial
understanding with Nazi Germany. This last category, anarchists, had a very specific origin, and tells us much
about the rise of industrial America. As factory employment grew and the population expanded, businesses
responded by selling their wares to the workers, enabling them to then go out and work and keep the economy
on its course. The rising tide of nativism â€” the fear of foreigners â€” had deep roots in anti-Catholicism and
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a fear of foreign radicals.


